
EB-735Fi
DATASHEET / BROCHURE

Create an impact in any workspace with a large, scalable, 
interactive display that connects people in or out of the 
workplace

Transform any workspace with this flexible and scalable display that increases 
collaboration, productivity, as well as delivering sustainability. Regardless of 
angles or room layout, every person enjoys uninterrupted, immersive viewing, 
with space maximised and social distancing made possible, without the 
unnecessary cost of larger fixed size screens.

Flexibility is paramount with the EB-735Fi, with bright, large scalable display 
options up to 100" (or up to 110” in 16:6 wide format). Unlike flat-panel 
equivalents, there are no shadows, glare or blind spots, and the high-brightness 
laser light source can work even when ambient lighting is also high. Multi-screen 
interactivity makes collaboration easy and intuitive, while a split-screen feature 
can show up to four inputs in one large display, preventing the need for 
addtional displays.

The viewing experience is immersive, with multiple connectivity options 
enhancing exceptional image and sound quality. For the ultimate in 
engagement, wireless connectivity (including Screen Mirroring via Miracast) 
allows everyone to share content from their tablets, mobiles or laptops.

Users can annotate content with pen and (optional) finger touch, alongside 
advanced whiteboard options. The EB-735Fi also supports additional 
collaboration and productivity tools, including print, save and email.

When compared to flat panels displays, the EB-735Fi provides multiple display 
sizes and formats for one fixed cost. It also offers flexible mounting options to 
deploy a more comfortable view for delegates, is more sustainable and provides 
a hygienic workspace when used with an antibacterial whiteboard - free from 
finger marks.

KEY FEATURES

Any room, any size
Bright, large-format display options up to 
110" 16:6
Send productivity soaring
Easy-to-use interface, optional 
responsive touch and fast set up
Freedom of connectivity
Expand connectivity through BYOD 
devices, VC cameras and more
Exceptional reliability
Maintenance-free laser technology for fit-
and-forget peace of mind



OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

Interactive Pen - ELPPN05B - Blue - EB-6xxWi/Ui / 14xxUi

V12H774010

Interactive Pen - ELPPN05A - Orange - EB-6xxWi/Ui / 14xxUi

V12H773010

ELPMB63 - Finger Touch Wall Bracket for ELPFT01

V12HA05A09

ELPFT01 - Finger Touch Unit

V12H007A24

Wall Mount - ELPMB62 - EB-7xx / EB-8xx

V12HA06A06

Air Filter - ELPAF60 - EB-7XX / EB-L2xx Series

V13H134A60

Replacement Soft Pen Tip - ELPPS04 (12pcs)

V12H776010

Replacement Hard Pen Tip - ELPPS03 (6pcs)

V12H775010

Active Speakers (2 x 15W) - ELPSP02

V12H467040DA

EB-735Fi

WHAT'S IN THE BOX

2 x Pen tip(Teflon)
4 x Pen tip(Felt)
Pen Holder/Stand
Removable battery x2
Interactive pens
Power cable
Remote control incl. batteries
Replacement pen tips
USB cable
Quick Start Guide
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Home users: 0343 90 37766 
Business users*: 0871 42 37766 
Republic of Ireland: 01 436 7742 
Or visit us at https://www.epson.co.uk/contactus 
* 10p per minute plus network extras.

Web:      www.epson.co.uk 
               www.epson.ie

For more information please contact:


